
Nietzsche Genealogy of Morality - Second Essay: ‘Guilt’, ‘bad conscience’ and related 
matters 
 
1 - Human beings have to be made into animals that can make promises, which requires 
overcoming forgetfulness. Forgetfulness is necessary to health akin to digestion of experience, 
memory serves to suspend forgetfulness through a desire to desire what was desired - “will’s 
memory”. But there are many precondition to memory: distinguishing between accident and 
design, thinking causally, viewing the future as the present, to see the difference between ends 
and means, to make oneself calculable, reliable, automatic.  
 
2 - This work is the history of responsibility - breeding an animal with the right to make 
promises - a “labour of man on himself”. Through the morality of custom and social rules 
humans are made predictable. This work bears fruit with the emergence of the Sovereign 
Individual (akin to Kant’s moral agent) free from custom, autonomous and supra-ethical - with 
the right to make a promise due to his/her awareness of his/her power and freedom to master 
circumstances and deploy one’s own standard of value. The dominant instinct this figure has 
achieved is conscience.  
 
3 - This entails being answerable for oneself - but how is this achieved? Nietzsche suggests 
that memory comes about through pain, as hurt is what will stay in our memory.  
 
“When man decided he had to make a memory for himself, it never happened without blood, 
torments and sacrifices: the most horrifying sacrifices and forfeits (the sacrifice of the first born 
belongs here), the most disgusting mutilations (for example, castration), the cruellest rituals of 
all religious cults (and all religions are, at their most fundamental, systems of cruelty) - all this 
has its origin in that particular instinct which discovered that pain as the most powerful aid to 
mnemonics.” 
 
Through the use of such methods, Nietzsche suggests that human beings are able to achieve a 
few (5 or 6) rules that stick in the memory, to which we are able to promise.  
 
4 - Responsibility, however, requires feelings of guilt at not fulfilling one’s responsibility, 
where does this come from? What Nietzsche calls ‘bad conscience’. Guilt is then linked to debt 
and punishment to retribution - independently of later notions that attach these ideas to 
freedom. Punishment is initially, he claims, about the expression of anger for a wrong 
committed, directed at the perpetrator. It is an exchange in which injury is compensated by the 
pain of the perpetrator - based on an equivalency between injury and pain. This arises in the 
relationship between creditor and debtor, which Nietzsche suggests is as old as the idea of a 
‘legal subject’. 
 
5 - To have a contract one needs to have some form of memory, and the contract makes that 
memory for the debtor as he must “pawn” something to the creditor that he/she can control if 
the debtor fails to pay - this is most basically the debtor’s body and original punishments 
included inflicting dishonour and torture on the body of the debtor.  
 
“The equivalence is provided by the fact that instead of an advantage directly making up for 
the wrong… a sort of pleasure is given to the creditor as repayment and compensation, - the 
pleasure of having the right to exercise power over the powerless without a thought…” 
 



The creditor gains the power of the master over the debtor and the punishment is repayment 
for the debt for the enjoyment it brings to exercise power over another.  
 
6 - Nietzsche suggests that are contemporary rejection of pleasurable violence obscures the 
way cruelty is part of an ancient festive joy and part of many of our other pleasures.  
 
“To see somebody suffer is nice, to make somebody suffer even nicer - that is a hard 
proposition, but an ancient, powerful, human-all-too-human proposition to which, by the way, 
even the apes might subscribe” 
 
7 - Before we learned to be ashamed of our cruelty we were may joyful - we learned to feel 
shame at our impulses and thus become disgusted by our own deep desire for cruelty. He then 
suggests that even today it is not suffering as such that disgusts but suffering/pain without 
purpose - suggesting we are still willing and able to enjoy suffering that has a clear reason. 
Suffering finds its justification in another world, in the interests of gods or hidden forces that 
give meaning to suffering that we fail to see.  
 
8 - guilt or personal obligation, however, finds it roots in the relationship between buyer and 
seller (as a more general form of debtor / creditor?) as one in which we measure ourself against 
another, such that here begins cunning and pride, and that this exchange relationship is 
constitutive of human thought at a basic level. Justice emerges as the idea that everything can 
be compensated for, that everything has a price.  
 
9 - the relationship between community and individual is based on that between buyer/debtor 
and seller/creditor - as the individual is indebted to the community for all that it provides. To 
fail to follow the rues is to fail to repay what is owed to the community - it is an assault on the 
creditor/community. The punishment is to be excluded from community, from a state of order 
and peace.  
 
10 - A stronger and more developed community does not take the lawbreakers offence so 
seriously as such acts are less dangerous and destabilising. Instead the wrong-doer is shielded 
from the direct anger of the community and equivalencies are found, as the offence of 
lawbreaking can be paid off, and in turn the wrong-doer is isolated form the deed. The deed 
and the doer are separated, as are the harm and the community. As wealth and power increase 
the demands of justice decrease further, to the extent that the most powerful grant mercy to the 
wrong-doer outside of the demand of the law.  
 
11 - Justice is not fundamentally about ressentiment or revenge - such reactive attitudes are the 
last to be conquered by justice. Justice is a positive attitude that is clear, objective, merciful - 
entails a kind of mastery. Justice in fact is used to contain ressentiment - the reactive attitude 
of revenge - through the setting up of a legal system that renders harms/violations in impersonal 
terms. Just and unjust are a function of legal systems as such. They should be understood to be 
exceptional and intended for a particular political purpose, to uphold the legal system as 
generally sovereign is a to be hostile to life as such, for Nietzsche.  
 
12 - It is a mistake to find the purpose of things - such as the law - in its current usefulness. 
Rather we should see that the meaning of things is always changing and being reinterpreted.  
 
“…that everything that occurs in the organic world consists of overpowering, dominating, and 
in their turn, overpowering and dominating consist of re-interpretation, adjustment, in the 



process of which their former “meaning’ and ‘purpose’ must necessarily be obscured or 
completely obliterated.’ 
 
“The ‘development’ of a thing, a tradition, an organ is therefore certainly not its progressus 
towards a goal, still less is it a logical progressus, taking the shortest route with least 
expenditure of energy and cost, - instead it is a succession of more or less profound, more or 
less mutually independent processes of subjugation exacted on the thing…” 
 
For Nietzsche progress consists in will to greater power, at the expense of weaker wills/smaller 
forces - we should measure progress by how much is sacrificed to it - “man’s sacrifice en bloc 
to the property of one single stronger species of mankind - that would be progress…” 
 
This links to both his disdain for the democratic as that which is against domination and the 
the will to power as the basic essential life activity - not adaptation, which is reactive - but 
dominate activity that is spontaneous, aggressive, expansive, etc.  
 
13 - The procedures of punishment are older and more permanent than its fluid meaning - 
punishment serves many ends: rendering harmless, preventing future harms, repaying debts, 
etc.  
 
14 - punishment then has many benefits. But it rarely has the effect it is presumed to have - 
arousing feelings of guilt or bad conscience. Instead punishment makes people harder and 
colder, stronger and more likely to resist. The impersonalising effects of justice take the 
criminal further from the reality of their action, as they see the same acts committed by the 
state in good conscience.  
 
15 - The reaction to punishment is more likely to be to see that something has gone wrong 
rather than to think that we ought not have done what we did. Punishment serves to make us 
more intelligent in calculating consequences not to improve us morally.  
 
16 - Nietzsche gives his account of the real origins of bad conscience / guilt - it begins with the 
humans finding themselves in society, imprisoned within the confines of peace, with our 
instincts devalued and suspended in the social space.  
 
“…the poor things were reduced to relying on thinking, inference, calculation, and the 
connecting of cause with effect, that is, to relying on their ‘consciousness’, the most 
impoverished and error-prone organ! I do not think there has ever been such a feeling of misery 
on earth, such a leaden discomfort, - and meanwhile, the old instincts had not suddenly ceased 
to make their demands!” 
 
So, then our prior instincts get turned inwards 
 
“Lacking external enemies and obstacles, and forced into the oppressive narrowness and 
conformity of custom, man impatiently ripped himself apart, persecuted himself, gnawed at 
himself, gave himself no peace and abused himself, this animal who battered himself raw on 
the bars of his cage and who is supposed to be ‘tamed’; man, full of emptiness and torn apart 
with homesickness for the desert, has had to create from within himself an adventure, a torture-
chamber, an unsafe and hazardous wilderness - this fall, this prisoner consumed with longing 
and despair, became the inventor of ‘bad conscience’.” 
 



From this condition human beings begin to despise themselves for what they were, even as 
they live in new social conditions in which they are still the animals they were before. But in 
this state it also arises the possibility that the human of bad conscience is prepared to be a 
bridge to something better.  
 
17 - Bad conscience was neither a gradual nor voluntary change, and it was a conducted through 
acts of violence. The oldest ‘state’ was a terrible tyranny as it had to shape humanity to its 
purposes - this early state is the state of the blond beasts / master race. This state was based not 
on a contract but their power and violence. They create an order through the expression of their 
power but it is not a designed or engineered system. They themselves do not have bad 
conscience but they call it forth  because they have driven freedom out of the world and shaped 
human beings such that their freedom could only be released internally 
 
18 - The will to power is then set loose upon the self as the joy of self-violation. This is what 
makes selflessness, self-denial, self-sacrifice possible as ideals - the pleasure felt in them is the 
pleasure at a cruelty toward the self.  
 
19 - Bad conscience is nonetheless contains something important within it - Nietzsche suggests 
its a sickness like pregnancy! To see this he suggests we have to look to how the creditor/debtor 
relationship has been applied between earlier/later generations within the tribe. The sacrifices 
and actions of the earlier generation must be paid back - at one point this was sacrifices of 
goods, food, life, etc. The power of the ancestor over us increases with the power of the tribe, 
as there is more and more to be grateful for - this relationship is turned into one of human and 
god/s in the end.  
 
20 - The god/s created in place of the ancestors are the creditors we cannot paid even as we 
long to settle the bill.  
 
“The advent of the Christian God as the maximal god yet achieved, thus all brought about the 
appearance of the greatest feeling of guilt on earth.” 
 
Atheism may promise a relief from this guilt - a possible second innocence.  
 
21 - When the idea of guilt and duty are moralised they continue to grow even when the belief 
in God is shaken, however, so it is not easy to claim the promise that is offered by atheism. 
Human existence in general has come to be seen as cursed and inherently worthless. 
Martyrdom provides only temporary relief as the guilt is now in our essence. God as the only 
figure able to redeem human guilt - such that we are only worse off if there is no god! 
 
22 - We are guilty before the God we create because it is contrast to the deity that are animal 
instincts are devalued, serve to make us dangerous to the state that wishes to tame us - and 
which we wish to allow to make us tame - we sharpen our self-hatred on the stone of divinity. 
It is here that we get the hatred of self and of life itself - explored as the aesthetic ideal in the 
third essay.  
 
23 - Nietzsche is, however, interested in nobler ways of developing the human - looks to the 
Greeks as a possible exemplar, he notes that they see the gods as causes of human misfortune 
and allow the gods then to take the guilt.  
 



24 - Here Nietzsche notes the cost of setting up ideals, in particular the cost in denying aspects 
of reality in the name of the ideal. He suggests a kind of ideal figure that doesn’t turn against 
life. 
 
25 - that figure is Zarathustra the godless  
 


